An investigation questioned whether the words and gestures "cut-eye" and "suck-teeth," evident in Guyana, represent African survivals, and how widely these are recognized in the Caribbean, the United States and Africa. Caribbean data were drawn from observations, dictionaries and interviews. U.S. data came from questionnaires administered to both blacks and whites. African students were also questioned. In Guyana, "cut-eye" is a visual gesture indicating hostility or disapproval. A glare is delivered followed by a vertical or diagonal sweep of the eye over the other person. "Cut-eye" insults by visually invading another's territory and turning away contemptuously. The gesture vas familiar to all West Indians interviewed. In the U.S., nearly all black informants were familiar with the term, but few of the whites. All African informants recognized the gesture. "Suck-teeth" refers to the gesture of drawing in air through the teeth to produce a sucking sound. It expresses anger, exasperation or annoyance, and is stronger and ruder than "cut-eye
In the New World, things ISrican are usually associated with the unusual and the exotic.
Thus cumfa with its frenzied drumming, would seem a natural candidate for inclusion in any list of African "survivals ".
So also would a folktale or folksong which included several lines of obscure incantation. Or a word which made use of very unEnglish phonotactics, like kpoli, or was matched against a more standard equivalent (lam vs. eat).
Our suspicions would be particularly aroused if the cultural or linguistic item were rarely used. If, for instance, we "got"
it for the first and only time from the aging grandchild of some erstwhile slave, now living an isolated life fax from the masses of the people. For academics and laymen alike, it is of such stuff that true New World Africanisms are made.
In keeping with this pattern of intuition and reasoning, we never attached any historical significance to cuteye and suckteeth.
The gestures to which these referred were performed daily in our native Guyana by all kinds of people, in urban center and rural area 2. alike. And the compounds we used to describe them could hardly have been more ordinary, composed as they were of simple English words cut, eya, suck .and teeth. Uith such unpromising clues to go by, it is hardly surprising that we used them everyday without giving any thought to their source.
However, while doing graduate work in Philadelphia in 1971, we happened to notice a curious division between American
Uhites and Blacks with respect to these very gestures.
the Blacks would "cut their eyes" and "suck their teeth" in much the same way that people -did in our native community, Whites apparently never did, and were often ignorant of the meanings of these gestures when they were directed at them.
On the basis of this chance observation, we began to consider the possibility that both the gestures and the words we used to describe them might represent African "survivals", and began to study more systematically the extent to which they were used and recognised across three broad areas: the Caribbean, the United States, and Africa. This paper reports on the results of this investigation.
7e shall first briefly describe the methods we used to obtain data on these areas, and then summarize the findings for cuteve and suckteeth under separate headings.
In the 3. conclusion, we discuss some of the larger implications and re search directions which grew out of our research. To "cut your eyes" on someone 2.
To "suck your teeth"
In each case, the informant was asked to give a physical demonstration and to discuss the meaning freely. 
Cut Eye
In Guyana, cuteye is a visual gesture which communicates hostility, displeasure, disapproval, or a general rejection of the person at whom it is directed. The very existence of a well known term for this particular gesture indicates its centrality in the vide range of gestures in the culture, not all of which have comparable verbal labels.
5.
The basic cut-eye gesture is initiated by directing a hostile look or glare in the other person's direction. This may be delivered with the person directly facing you, or slightly to one side. In the latter position, the person is seen out of the corners of the eyes, and some people deliberately turn their bodies sideways to achieve this effect. Liter the initial glare, the eyeballs are moved in a highly coordinated and controlled movement down or diagonally across the line of the person's body.
This "cut" with the eyes is the heart of the gesture, and may involve the single downward movement described above, or several sharp up-and-down movements. Both are generally completed by a final glare, and then the entire head may be turned away contemptyously from the person, to the accompaniment of a loud suck-teeth.
'(See illustration A for the main stages of this sequence).
Part of the effectiveness of a cut-eye, as a visual "putdown" lies in its violation of what Erving Goffman has called the "information preserve" of the individual, one of his important "territories of the self." 3 The information preserve-is "the set of facts about himself to which an individual expects to control access while in the presence of others," including "what can be directly perceived about an individual, his body's sheath and his current behaviour, the issue.here being his right not to be stared at or examined ( @mphasis ours)" 4 As Goffman goes on to point out, since staring constitutes an invasion of informational 6. preserve, it can then be used as "a warranted negative sanction against somebody who has misbehaved."
5
A cuteye provides even more of a "negative sanction", since one not only invades, but with the eyes, rummages up down and .bout in -mother's preserve. It is as if the recipient has no power to prevent this visual assault, the very fact that some one else's eyes can run right over him like this proclaiming his worthlessness.
The "cut" is made even deeper when the eyes are finally turned away the implication here being that the victim is not even worth further attention.
This kind of visual "putdown" or "cutdown" comes to the fore in "buseings" or fierce arguments between two or more pro tagonists, especially between women. The arguthent is waged as much with words as with eyes, each protagonist "cutting up the eyes" on the other in a threatening and belligerent fashion.
But there may not be any verbal argument at all.
In any situa tion where one wishes to censure, or challenge someone else, con vey to him that you don't admire or respect him, -a cuteye, may be conveniently employed.
Thus an old woman rebuking an eightyear old for hitting her younger brother on the street might receive a cut eye the child (challenging her authority to intervene) in response.
Simi larly, a male who whistles at a female may be met with a cold cut eye suggesting that she does not ap2reciate this form of greeting, .7. and that he fails to win her interest or favour. In both these cases, the recipient is guilty of some infringement of what the sender considers his "rights", and the provocation for the cuteye, is clear (whether others consider it justified, or appropriate is another matter).
Sometimes however, the "misbehaviour" which earns someone a cuteye is not as obvious on the surface. The cuteye is a way of saying "you're no big thing at all, not to my mind at least."
In fact however, it frequently is the case that the -recipient is someone in a situation which many people, including the sender, resnect -Aid envy. The gesture is often used when the other party in an encounter, con versation or dispute is enjoying his "turn" to talk, and may prompt the latter to interrupt his turn to give a more powerful cuteve or some form of verbal retort in return.
One common verbal re tort is "Look, .cuteve na a kill daag" ("Cuteye doesn't kill dogs"). This acknowledges that an invasion or affront has been made, but attempts to vindic-.te the recipient by claiming that it can do him or her no bodily harm. 6 Another pattern can be seen in a turn of the century description of a classic type of court dispute. 7
In the course of giving his testimony, the complainant notices that the defendnnt 11-4 "cut his eye" on him.
He interrupts his testimony to ask "A who you a cut you yiye pon?" ("Who aro you cutting your 9.
eyes on?"), to which the defendant simply replies, "you see um"
(which is roughly equivalent to "if the shoe fits, wear iti ").
In this particular incident, the exchange vas followed by further verbal provocation and retort which is often called ":hotting" or "rhyming" in Guyana, "talking broad" or ' rhyming" in other Caribbean territories. of an expression which existed Dither in one or more African languages or in a Proto-Pidgin, and which included morphemes for cut and 221. We will return to this point briefly when considering the data from African languages.
The results of our questionnaire investigation of familiarity with cut -eye in the United States were more dramatic than ve expected. As Table 1 indicates, almost all the black informants were familiar with the term. Among the "meanings" volunteered ware: "a look of disgust"; "expression of hostility"; "to threaten"; "act of defiance or disapproval"i "bed feelings"; "when you're mad at someone"; "to show you don't like somebody." All the Black woman understood the term and were able to perform the gesture easily and expertly.
Two of the Black lumen were not familiar with the term.
The other sixteen, though clearly aware of the meaning of the gesture, could not execute it as skilfully as their female 12. counterparts, and kept excusing themselves by saying, "Mostly 'women do that." As we have noted above, this situation is paralleled in the CP.ribbean.
Some of the men-felt it would be a "copout" for a man to keep using this gesture to express his feelings --physical or verbal expression ("sounding") would be the more masculine thing to do. Barring this, one should simply "keep one's cool" --remain silent, apparently unperturbed.
As Table 1 also indicates, cut -eye as a lexical item and as a cultural form of behaviour is almost totally unknowttelnaite Amer'-, cane.
Only four of the thirty-five White informants displayed familiarity with the term. Of these, three gave "to stare at someone," and the other volunteered "to look at someone outW the corner of the eye."
These are good descriptions of the initial stage of the gesture, but not of the complete sequence. And in none of the cases could a White informant execute the full gesture.
Sixteen Wnites plainly admitted that they had never heard the term before, and had no idea of its meaning. The other fifteen in the sample provided idiosyncratic and highly varied responses:
"expression of religious ecstasy"; "to go to sleep on someone"; "to stop looking at someone"; "expression of horror"; "to look at someone attractively for a long time." This sharp divergence between the responses of Blacks and Whites is all the more revealing because many of the Black informants were middle-class individuals completing 13. their college education, and might otherwise be considered highly acculturated to mainstream American culture.
Some of the Black informants mentioned that "rolling the eyes" is sometimes used instead of "cutting the eyes" in Black
American communities to refer to the very same gesture. This is confirmed in Keith Johnson's description of "rolling the oyes"
among American Blacks, which accords with our own description of cut eye in Guyana on several points.12 Unless it omits certain details, however, the following description from another re searcher would suggest that the physical movements involved in Given the multiplicity of areas from which slevr) core taken, it is easy to see why this might have been sc. P.F=3.7ils" were more likely to survive if they were suppori;ei: by the common experience of Africans from several areas aria tribal affiliations, rather than restricted to a single group.
We cannot claim to have exhausted all the "key" languages in the lists referred to above. However, the p-Icturo vhieh emerges from the languages for which we do have data is that the concept of a cut eye or attic. Beth gesture is familiar in several areas To avoid actually sucking the teeth in situations where it might be considered vulgar or illmannered, people sometimes say the words stchoope or chugs without making the sound itself.
19.
Other interj ectiona like shall sk, or AbotaPav also b.., used, and children in particular will purse or pout their lips as if preparing to make suck-teeth but again, without making any audible sound.
The advantage of thislatter strategy is that it can be carried out behind the back of a reproachf01 adult without fear of discovery or reprimand.
Interviesswith informants from Jamaica, Trinidad, that "the chuose is not a word, it is a whole language... the passport to confidence from Jamaica to British South America. "24
The immediately preceding statement appears, however, to have set the northern limits of the area in which ahuose or suck-teeth is known too close. This is clear from with the Black females again slightly in the lead.25 Among the "meanings" given by Black informants were: "when disgusted"; "act of defiance, disapproval"; "sign of frustration"; "impatience";
"to show disappointment."
What is particularly striking about table 2, however, is that only one White American, a woman, was familiar with suckteeth.
Twenty-six of the White informants Aid not even attempt to suggest possible meanings, and the eight who did were far off the intended track: "to shut up"; "to stammer"; "to express that you like food"; "after eating to clean teeth." This last "meaning" was suggested by four informants, and in fact is the only one given for "sucking the teeth" in the Oxford Eflglish Dictionary. tinder 22. entry 10b for the verb sac is listed: "to apply one's tongue and inner sides of the lips to (one's teeth) so as to extract particles of food."
Now while Vec.', Indians rarely speak of "sucking the with rudeness or defiance). However our interviews with African informants some two decades later confirmed that they were in fact 23. familiar with the gesture, and that many of their languages had verbal labels referring to it. Some of the African informants pointed out spontaneously. that "sucking your teeth" in front of your parents was very rude, likely to earn you a slap or a whipping.
This is, as we pointed out before, also true of Guyana and the rest of the Caribbean.
The African equivalents for suck-teeth which we collected ichiya --(vb.) "to make suck-teeth noise" aims (n.) "suck-teeth noise"
Brio: no ts.4cvla tit pan mi --"Don't suck your teeth on me"
no sok tit mi --"Don't suck-teeth me"
Cameroon Pidgin: no spkyo tit fa mi --"Don't suck your teeth on me."
24.
There is the possibility too that chups and ptchoops also have their roots in an African expression for the gesture involving the word "suck." We had always assumed that these were merely onomatopoeic creations for the sound made in sucking one's teeth. Hancock replied excitedly that speakers of Erio in Sierra Leone also use this very metaphor --luk w yu de mek yu met lEkt fal yon ("look how you make yOur mouth like a fowl's behind"), ire felt the similarity could hardly be due to coincidence. Once again we were struck by the pervasiveness of the African influence which lurks behind so many of the symbols, patterns and institutions ve manipulate in the New World from day to day.
But as

IV. Conclusion
Cut -eve and suck-teeth provide clear evidence that "Africanisms" in the New World may reside not only in the exotic, but also (and perhaps more frequently) in the commonplace. In general, the identity of such items will not be obvious, either 26.
to "natives" or "outsiders". However, it may be revealed by careful attention to disparities in usage between Whites and Blacks, and to the recurrence of the some patterns in different communities which have siselhli-African-derived populations.
To discover other non-verbal patterns, we need to be interested not just in rare and elaborate rites, but also in the In terms of linguistic survivals, we can translate the need to look for the commonplace into an increased alertness for loan-translations and cases of convergence between English (or other European) and African forms. Like cut-eye and suck -teeth, these will look like ordinary English words; sometimes it is only the subtlest "non-English" shades of meaning and usage which will help to give them away. 33 In fact, where a particular form and meaning have become generalised to almost every part of the Ebglish-speaking world,34 we will not have even this clue.
Difficulties of this sort (and others) can make the search for loan-translations and convergences more harrowing then the search for direct loans of the me and goober type. On the other hand, the very English facade which makes them difficult to recognise today has undoubtedly helped them to survive in larger numbers. Like cut-eve and suck -teeth, they may be actively used amongst those people who are striving most consciously towards the prestigious "standard" language and culture, and in whose speech direct African loans like am are unlikely to be found.
There is an additional significance to the study of loan.. More urgently and directly communicative was the wy slaves would raise the spiritual refrain "Wait in the linter" from one plantation to the next to warn a runaway that bloodhounds were on his trail -a signal interpreted by the masters as their expression of religious Teal. In all these cases, the existence of public and more "acceptable" interpretations is exploited by
Blacks for the communication of more private or "unacceptable" meanings. 38 The value of Africanisms in this more general strategy is that they provided one of the sources (though not the only one)
of its fuel.
As we hope this paper has itself been able to demonstrate, there is more to be done with "Africanisms" than presenting them in c list with possible sources. Viewed from the standpoint of different cultures and social groupings in both the present and the 29. past, they have reams to tell us about how peoples of African descent adapted to the o-4perience of the New World, and how much they were understood by their social and political superiors.
Finally, as we should like to stress again, the most telling * * * * * * * * * *
